KIDS HELPING KIDS
PARTICIPANTS' B.UX.BS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Honesty.
No-breaking anyone's anonymity.
No talking behind anyone * s back.
N
No old druggie friends or hangouts.
Mo smoking by anyone at any time in the KHK building. No
one will be permitted to smoke while they are on their
phases or six-month follow-up.
6. Report all stashes.
7. No dating while on your phases or before fifth month of the
follow-up.
8. No talking out while in the rap room.
9. Pay attention to the person talking.
10. Follow chain of command,
11. No playing off.
12. No newcomers talking to newcomers.
13. No eye games with kids.
14. No talking"to and from or while in the bathrooms.
15. All medication must be checked out and distributed by
staff.
16. Report all illnesses to staff.
17- Tardiness - If you are late, you make up a day. If your
newcomer is late, you make up a day for him. If you arrive
after 9:OQaKi daily or 2:00pm ou Sunday, you are late.
IS. Report all dropoffs.
19. All clothes must be searched.
20. If you notice anyone who plans to leave the program without
permission, report it to the staff.
21. Report any suspicious-looking characters.
22. No animals allowed in the building.
23. No hitchhiking or picking up hitchhikers.
24. No cameras, tape recorders or radios.
25. No druggia friends sitting next to druggie friends and no
sister/brother sitting next to sister/brother.
26. Permissions must be first okayed by parents and then okayed
by staff and requested at least *72 hours in advance. The
only permission 2nd phasers are allowed to put in for are
doctor's appointments.
27. No more than three caffinated drinks in one day and they
must be at least one hour apart.
28. Leaving rap room is not permitted without permission.
29. Each evening the 5th phasers will clean up the raproom.
30. Phasers must have permission to call 7-steppers.
31. Carving on the benches is not permitted.
31. Gambling is not allowed.
32. No hanging out in the parking lot.
33. 1st phasers are not allowed to wear belts.
35r. No making or receiving phone calls or letters until 4th
phase.
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Participants' Rules
36. Mfo radio or T.V. until 4th phase.
37. No reading anything while on 1st or 2nd phase.
38. No using weightlifting equipment until 3rd phase and only
on days off.
39. 1st and 2nd phasers are not allowed to have watches or
money.
%
40. No wearing of any jewelry or make-up on any phase.
41. Everyone must wear shoes.
42. Guys wear shirts? girls wear bras.
43. Ho overalls, T-shirts or shirts with writing.
44. Dime therapy - get three oldcomer's phone numbers. it is
the kid's responsibility to get these phone numbers before
going; home.
45. Wrestling may be done by oldeomers only and at parents"
discretion.
46. Yard permissions:
3rd phase - permissions must be 72 hours in advance.
4th phase - no permission necessary.
5th phase - parents must be home.
47. Foster kids' clothes must be brought in within three days.
48. All oldcomers roust go over newcomers' M.I.
49. Phasers may do chores at home.
50. Full attention must be given while writing M.I.'s (no
watching T.V., etc.).
51. Host homes must be safe and secure.
52. Newcomers msut be beltlooped.
53. Newcomers must not develop negative relationships with
foster siblings.
54. Oldcomers must be in the same room as nawcojaers.
55. Bedtime:
1st and 2nd phasers - 11:00pm
3rd, 4th and 5th phasers ~ 12:00pm
56. Everyone must attend Open Meeting.
57. No eye games during Open Meeting.
58. Your parents are not allowed to know who your host parents
are.
59. No passing anything during Open Meeting.
TEMPORARY HOME
RULE AND REGULATIONS
The following rules apply to the temporary home that you are
about to enter. The temporary home is a place for you to think
about yourself with the help of your oldcamer. Time should be
spent in the writing of a moral inventory which is another tool
to help you get to know yourself. Your oldcomer is responsible
for you, but the parents are in charge of the household. This
should be remembered.
You should be aware of other standards for the temporary home.
There are assurances of (1) fire safety, (2) sanitary
conditions, (3) adequate provisions of food, (4) adequate
sleeping accomodations and (5) contact with the oldcomer's
family.

